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BPF0E - Error Codes from the Transaction 

 

 Budget Position File Maintenance Errors and Advisories 

 for the BDGT Transaction 

 

I. Advisories 

 

 A. Transaction Advisories 

 

  An "advisory" message indicates a situation which may or may not be an error.  The transaction 

is updated to the entire record.  A new transaction must be submitted to correct an advisory. 

 

   004 =  Full-Time-Rate (FTR) for Vacant position not at minimum or  

     FTR was not at or below minimum for a Trainee Position. (Classified Only) 

 

   010 = Academic-Exception-Code (Status) not equal in entered data and Budget Position 

record.  (Entered data will change the record). 

     (Academic only) 

 

   011 = Employee-Status-Code not equal in entered data and Budget Position record 

(Classified only). 

 

   013 = Pay-Basis not equal in entered data and Budget Position record. (Entered data 

will change the record). 

 

   014 = Title-Code not equal in entered data and Budget Position record (Classified only). 

 

   015 = Budget-Base-Rate (Rate-30-Jun plus Other-Increase-amount) not equal in entered 

data and Budget Position record.  (Classified only) 

 

   016 = Merit-Denial Code (No-Merit-Code) is not equal in entered data and Budget 

Position record. (Classified only) 

 

   017 = Midyear adjustment code applies to the appointment not only to this split.  

Another current year split has a midyear adjustment that this code refers to.  Only 

the UDDS with money in the midyear adjustment field may change or delete this 

code.  Deletion may occur only when there is no money in that field on any 

current year split. 

 

   018 = Proposed adjustment code applies to the appointment not only to this split.  

Another current year split has a proposed adjustment that this code refers to.  

Only the UDDS with money in the proposed adjustment field may change or 

delete this code.  Deletion may occur only when there is no money in that field on 

any current year split. 

 

   033 = The midyear adjustment code entered is not valid. 

 

   034 = The proposed adjustment code entered is not valid. 
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 B. Budget Position Record Advisories 

 

   These messages indicate situations which may or may not be errors.  If the message points 

up an error, correction transactions should be submitted; otherwise, no action is necessary. 

 

   Advisory messages appear only if the record has been updated in the current update or if 

record analysis has been requested on all records for one or both staff types. 

 

   1. 05X Series (these apply only to Classified Staff). 

 

    053 =  Forcing was required on the 30-June Base Budget Amounts (The CY-

adjustment amounts). 

 

    055 = Forcing was required on the merit funding adjustment amounts. 

 

    056 = Forcing was required on the other increase funding adjustment amounts. 

 

    057 =  Forcing was required on the structure adjustment funding adjustment 

amounts. 

 

 

   2. 09X Series (these apply only to Academic Staff). 

 

    092 =  Period qualification on one or more splits; partial period indicated. 

 

    093 =  Period qualification on one or more splits; partial period indicated. Verify 

that Sem 1 and Sem 2 budget amounts are equal. 

 

    095 =  Full-time rate for this appointment is less than the minimum for the salary 

grade. 

 

    096 =  Full-time rate for this appointment is above the maximum for the salary 

grade. 

 

    097 =  Full-Time rate for this appointment is less than the minimum for the 

appointment extraordinary salary range. 

 

    098 =  Full-Time rate for this appointment is above the maximum for the 

appointment extraordinary salary range. 

 

    099 = Sum or summer session amounts is greater than 2/9 X 30 June rate. 
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 II. Errors 

 

  A. Transaction Errors . 

 

   The first error detected in a transaction causes further processing of the transaction to stop; 

additional errors may appear on subsequent edits.  The error transaction is not processed 

further. 

 

   NOTE: See relevant DED (Data Element Description) for editing rules. 

 

     101 = Invalid Transaction Code.  There is an internal problem with the 

transaction.  Notify System Budget Office immediately. 

 

     102 = When on Leave (Leave Code = ‘LV’), the fund and activity must be 

blank. 

 

     103 = Only group, vacant, deduct, lump or negative records may have a budget 

id that is nine bytes long and they must begin with the appropriate letter. 

 

     104 = Invalid Warf User Code.  A Warf User Code must be 7 characters in 

length. 

 

     105 = Invalid 'period' data entered.  Classified periods must be numeric - don't 

enter decimals. For Example 065 = 6.5 months. 

 

     106 = Invalid UDDS-Code. 

 

     107 = Invalid Type-Comment. 

 

     108 = Invalid ID-Code. 

 

     109 = Invalid Employee Status Code or Academic Exception Code. 

 

     110 = Invalid Title-Code. 

 

     111 = Staff type and title code do not match.  Staff Type entered to ‘BDGT’ 

does not match that of the Budget Position record you are 

trying to update. 

 

     112 = Invalid Leave Code. 

 

     113 = Invalid Budget-Amt. 

 

     114 = Invalid Fund-Activity. 

 

     115 = Invalid Pay-Basis. 

 

     116 = Invalid Full-Time-Rate-Amt (FTR-Amt). 

 

     117 = Invalid PT-Fract (Percent Time). 

 

     118 = Invalid Period data entered or 'Y' summer funding indicator needed for 

summer appointments. 
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 II. Errors (continued). 

 

     119 = A 'T' unclassified exception code may not have a pay basis, full time 

rate, budget amount, percent time, fund or activity associated with it. 

 

     120 = Invalid Merit-Amt. 

 

     121 = Invalid Comment. 

 

     122 = Invalid Proportional-Funding-Indicator. Only 'Y' and 'N' are allowed. 

 

     123 = Invalid Proportional-Funding-Indicator. Appointments with function 

codes X10, X20, X30 and Y21 through Z99 are not eligible for payplan 

adjustments in the budget process.  The proportional funding indicator 

should be coded 'N'. 

 

     124 = To delete a fund/activity, enter an @ in the first position of the fund. 

 

     127 = The Split-Fract greater than the Full-Time Percent-Time (PT-Fract). 

 

     128 = Invalid deletion: Attempting to delete a prior year split. 

 

     129 = Budget-Amt is too great when considering Full-Time-Rate (FTR-Amt) 

and Period or Classified Staff not Budgeted at an even Percentage  (A 

whole Percent). 

 

     130 = Invalid New-Rec-Flag – only ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and blank are allowed. 

 

     131 = If New-Rec-Flag is 'B' or 'C', Proportional-Funding Indicator must be 'N'. 

 

     134 = Invalid appointment id. 

 

     135 = Group classified positions are not allowed. 

 

     136 = Invalid Social Security Number or Person Id on the transaction. 

 

     137 = Person does not exist on the Person File.  You must enter them using 

PSID before you can enter the appointment into the Budget. 

 

     138 = For Group, Vacant, Deduct, Lumps or Negative records;  the first letter 

of the appointment id must be a 'G', 'R', 'D', 'L' or 'J' followed by 8 valid 

numbers. 

 

     139 = Invalid Summer Payroll Code for Summer funding split.  Valid codes 

are: blank, 'A', 'B', 'C', 'D' or 'E'. 

 

     140 = No summer funding indicated, Summer Payroll code must be blank. 

 

     141 = Invalid UDDS-Activity combination. 

 

     142 = Invalid Pay Basis - when summer funding indicator is set, pay basis may 

only be 'C'. 

 

     145 = Merit amount may not be negative. 
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II. Errors (continued). 

 

     146 = The budget amount for filled, vacant, groups or lump sum records may 

not be negative. 

 

     148 = The appointment ID entered is not valid for the person ID or SSN 

entered. 

      

     149 = The appointment ID entered is not a valid appointment ID. 

 

     151 = Invalid Budget Amount - for Deducts, do not key in a minus sign. 

 

     153 = Invalid Period word entered:  if not blank or numeric, period may only 

be 'Sem1', 'Sem2' or 'Year'. 

 

     154 = Date missing for this campus and session on the INST_SESSION table. 

 

     155 = SBSESSDT returned an error code when trying to read the 

INST_SESSION table. 

 

     156 = Non-budgeted title.  No individual positions or provisional amounts are 

to be budgeted to this title. 

      

     160 = Either ‘SBSALTAB’ or ‘DAIOACTL’ returned an error-indication; may 

be a Title-Code problem or incorrect data in the pay Schedules. 

(Classified only) 

 

     161 =  Invalid Employee Status Code; Must be: 

       ‘B’ (Project-Project) 

       ‘C’ (Project-Permanent) 

       ‘P’ (Permanent or Probationary) 

       ‘R’ (Red-Circle) 

       ‘S’ (Seasonal) 

       ‘T’ (Trainee) 

       (Classified only) 

     162 = Red-Circle employee indicated by an employee status of ‘R’, but 

calculated new fiscal year rate is not greater than new maximum.  

(Classified only) 

      

     163 =  Coded as Red-Circle, but position is not an individual-filled one 

(Record-type is not ‘A’). 

 

     164 =  No Merit code of ‘B’ specified when base rate not at max. 

 

     165 =  Other increase amount not equal to zero for Red-Circle employee. 

(Classified only) 

 

     166 = Merit Amount not zero for Red-Circle employee. (Classified only) 

 

     169 = New rate less than minimum for position that should be at the minimum 

or above and not trainee. 

 

     171 = Other increase amount not zero for Vacant Position. (Classified only) 
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II. Errors (continued). 

     172 =  Merit amount not zero for Vacant Position (Classified only) 

 

     180 =  Either Merit amount or other increase is not zero for a Trainee. 

(Classified only) 

 

     181 =  The calculated new fiscal year rate is less than the new PSICM but No-

Merit code is not an ‘A’. (Classified only) 

 

     182 =  Other increase greater than zero while Merit amount is zero. (Classified 

only) 

 

     185 =  Invalid Merit denial code; must equal ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘F’, ‘N’, ‘R’, ‘S’, 

‘T’, ‘X’ (Merit ineligible), or ‘C’ (Merit denied), or ‘H’ (No Merit) or ‘J’ 

(Merit Granted).  (Classified only) 

 

     186 = Merit denial code indicates no merit given but merit amount is greater 

than zero.  (Classified only) 

 

     187 = Calculated new fiscal year rate is greater than maximum for salary range. 

(Classified only) 

 

     197 =  An eligible classified non-represented employee with a ‘J’ merit code 

must receive an award.  Record-edit suspended (Classified only.) 

       

 B. Transaction - Budget Position Record Errors . 

 

  An error transaction does not update the Budget Position record. 

 

     201 = Appointment id on transaction doesn't match any appointment id on the 

budget position file. 

 

     202 = Invalid new-rec-flag:  only 'A', 'B', 'C' and blank are allowed. 

 

     203 = Backup appointment for appointment number field has an invalid 

appointment id - may not start with 'D', 'G', 'L' or 'R'. 

 

     204 = Invalid Proportional-Funding-Indicator.  Only 'N' or 'Y' are allowed. 

 

     205 = The appointment id of the back up appointment for appointment number 

field is not a budgeted appointment. 

 

     206 = Appointment and its backup must both belong to the same person - 

person ids do not match. 

 

     207 = Appointment may not be its own backup. 

 

     208 = Staff-type entered to 'BDGT' does not match that of the budget position 

record you are attempting to update. 

 

     209 = Attempting to modify or delete a non-existent split. 

 

     210 = Attempting to add a split that would duplicate a split already on the 

record. 
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II. Errors (continued). 

     211 = On an add-record transaction (A0), the record-key duplicated one 

already on file, but the record-type, name or staff type differed. 

 

     212 = Attempting to change a valid person id to an invalid person id. 

 

     213 = If New-Rec-Flag is 'B' or 'C', Proportional-Funding-Indicator must be 'N'. 

 

     214 = Invalid proportional funding indicator.  Appointments with function 

codes X10, X20, X30 and Y21 through Z99 are not eligible for payplan 

adjustments in the budget process.  The proportional funding indicator 

should be coded ‘N’. 

 

     215 = If a backup appointment is funded the pay basis, full time rate, budget 

amount, percent time, fund and activity must be filled in.  If it is not 

funded these fields should be initialized values. 

 

     216 = Invalid Transaction-Type; internal problem notify System Budget Office 

if this error occurs. 

 

     217 = When entering a Collaborative Appointment, you may not add 

appointment length and continuity status. 

  

     218 = When adding a Collaborative Appointment, you may not change the 

appointment length and continuity status that already exists on the 

record. 

         

     220 = Competitive Compensation field enterable for Madison campus only. 

     

     225 = Record-Type generated by the appointment id in the entered data does 

not match that of the budget position record. 

 

     226 = Trying to add more than one comment of the same type:  However, a 

'CP' or 'CT' or 'CU' or 'CV' or 'CW' or 'SP' may have more than one line. 

 

     228 = Title on modify-split (FM) transaction is blank and Employee-Status is 

changing.  (Academic Staff only).   

 

     230 = Position number is a required field data must be entered. 

 

     231 = There is no active job for this employee-employee record number 

combination. 

 

     232 = The position number input does not match the HRS_Position number 

associated with the employee-employee record number. 

  

     233 = The first 6 characters of the Budget ID must equal the last 6 characters of 

the empl ID field. 

 

     234 = The input of SSN (Soc Sec No.) to find employee data is no longer valid. 

      

     235 = Employee does not exist on the HRS employee table.  Employee must be 

entered into HRS/Peoplesoft before the employee can be entered into the 

Budget. 
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II. Errors (continued). 

 B. Load Errors. 

 

     300 = FTE count is not equal to the total amount budgeted divided by annual 

rate. 

 

     301 = The FTE count is not equal to the percent time and no period is 

specified. 

 

     302 = Total Budgeted is not equal to the annual rate * the percent time and no 

period is specified. 

 

     329 = On load from Position Control (Payroll):  there is a rounding error in the 

budget-amount. 

 

 

  C. Budget Position Record Errors . 

 

   NOTES. 

 

     1. The following messages - 5XX thru 9XX - are the result of Master Record 

editing; record editing is a separate function of the system - not necessarily 

initiated by a transaction against the record. 

 

     2. Each error definition is preceded by one of the following to indicate the 

pertinent staff type: 

 

      a. Academic 

      b. Classified 

      c. Academic and Classified 

 

    3. The code 'NR' printed to the left of the error messages indicates that record 

editing is discontinued if that error is encountered and all data fields are not 

reliable. 

 

   1. 5XX Series. 

 

    570 = No title code (CS-Title-Code) present in the BPF0 record. (Classified only). 

 

    572 = The position is not budgeted for the total percent time indicated.  The sum of 

splits does not equal the total percent time. (Classified only). 

 

    581 =  Problem accessing the tenure files.  Please notify the Madison Budget Office. 

(Academic Only).   

 

    582 =  The tenure system does not reflect a tenure or tenure track faculty 

relationship for this appointment.  (UW-Madison only)  All tenure system 

questions should be directed to your college personnel representative or to 

Catharine Derubeis (3-6561) in OHR. (Academic Only). 

 

    583 =  The title modifier on the budget split does not match the modifier in the 

tenure system.  (UW-Madison only)  All tenure system questions should be 

directed to your college personnel representative or to Catharine Derubeis (3-

6561) in OHR. (Academic Only).   
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II.  Errors (continued). 

 

    584 =  The title code (function) on the budget split does not match the title code in 

the tenure system.  (UW-Madison only)  All tenure system questions should 

be directed to your college personnel representative or to Catharine Derubeis 

(3-6561) in OHR. (Academic Only). 

 

    585 =  The UDDS code on the budget split does not match the UDDS code in the 

tenure system.  (UW-Madison only)  All tenure system questions should be 

directed to your college personnel representative or to Catharine Derubeis (3-

6561) in OHR. (Academic Only). 

 

    586 =  Probation or tenure indicator not set to ‘Y’ on the appointment file.  All 

tenure system questions should be directed to your college personnel 

representative or to Catharine Derubeis (3-6561) in OHR. (Academic Only). 

 

    590 = Record shows affiliate, collaborative, joint executive or joint departmental 

title, but not the necessary supporting faculty title in some other department 

in the same unit. (Academic Only). 

 

    592 =  Budget amounts in the splits do not add up to the amount indicated by the full 

time percent time (no period qualification and Cy-FTE-Count is less than the 

Cy-PT-Fract). (Academic Only). 

 

    593 =  Budget Position record on file with no splits. (Mr-Split-Count = zero). 

(Academic and Classified). 

 

    594 =  Full-time percent time (Cy-PT-fract) is greater than 100%.  

 

 

  2. 6XX Series. 

 

   The following errors appear on every error listing until a correction transaction is 

processed. 

 

   NR 601 =  Academic and Classified.  Comment information only and no funding split.  

      Record-editing suspended. (Academic and Classified). 

 

   NR 602 =  Mismatch on Pay Basis and Effective Date.  Either have 2 splits that are 

identical except for the date, due to change of pay basis, or have deleted the 

wrong split on a pay basis change.  If the latter is true the remaining split will 

have to be deleted and reentered correctly.  (Academic and Classified). 

 

   NR 607 =  Leave situation but not indicated in all funding splits.  Classified position 

must reflect July 1 status; partial leave is not allowed. Record-editing 

suspended. (Classified). 

 

   NR 608 =  Position budgeted for less than full budget year but period data (no. of 

months) not equal in all funding splits. Record-editing suspended. 

(Classified). 

 

      611 =  Multi-line CT, CU, CV, or CW comment and first line not found.  Id code 

must = 1.  Or successive lines not in same UDDS as first line. Record-editing 

suspended. (Academic and Classified). 
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II.  Errors (continued). 

 

      612 =  Comment problem.  More than one comment of the same type; however, a 

CT or CU or CV or CW comment may have more than one line. Record-

editing suspended. (Academic and Classified). 

 

      613 =  Multi-line comments ('CU' or 'CP' or 'CV' or 'CW') problem. Record-editing 

suspended. (Academic and Classified). 

 

      614 =  'CU' or 'CV' or 'CW'  or 'CT' comment problem.  First or only line of a 'CU' or 

'CV' or 'CW' or 'CT' comment not preceded by a funding split in same UDDS. 

Record-editing suspended. (Academic and Classified). 

 

      615 =  Multi-line comment ('CU' or 'CT' or 'CV' or 'CW') indicated and last line not 

found; ID-CODE must equal '9' on the last line of a multi-line comment. 

Record-editing suspended. (Academic and Classified). 

 

      616 =  Multi-line 'SP' or 'CP' or 'CA' comment indicated and first line not found: 

ID-CODE must = '1' on the first line of a multi-line comment. 

Record-editing suspended. 

 

      617 = Multi-line 'SP' or 'CP' or 'CA' comment indicated and last line not found:  

ID-CODE must = '9' on the last line of a multi-line comment. Record-edit 

suspended.    

 

 NR 619 =  Individual position (filled or vacant) budgeted for more than overall percent 

time.  The sum of the splits is more than the total percent time.  Record-

editing suspended. (Academic and Classified). 

 

   NR 620 =  The sum of the budget amounts does not equal the percent time times the 

annual rate even though the calculated FTE count is equal to the percent time 

(PT-Fract). Record-editing suspended. (Academic and Classified). 

 

   NR 623 =  Full period indicated for seasonal employee (Employee-Status = 'S').  

Record-edit suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

   NR 625 =  Faculty status code indicated for individual who has faculty status by virtue 

of rank or for vacant or group position.  Record-edit suspended.   (Academic 

only). 

 

   NR 626 =  Merit amount for position ineligible for merit.  Unclassified assistants 

(Y00-Y99) are not eligible for merit.  Record-edit suspended.   (Academic 

only). 

 

   NR 627 =  Merit amount for position ineligible for merit; merit valid only for individuals 

working for the University prior to June 30 (MR-Record-Type = 'A' and 

MR-New-Rec-Flag not = 'B' or 'C').  Record-edit suspended.   (Academic 

only). 

 

   NR 628 = Midyear adjustment amount for position ineligible for midyear adjustment.  

Midyear adjustment valid only for individuals working for the University 

prior to June 30 (MR-Record-Type = 'A' and MR-New-Rec-Flag not equal 'B' 

or 'C').  Record-edit suspended.   (Academic only). 
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II.  Errors (continued). 

   NR 629 = The sum of the budget amounts for a Lump Sum, Deduct or Negative 

Position may not equal zero.  Record-edit suspended.   (Academic & 

Classified). 

 

   NR 630 = Group Position budgeted at a negative annual rate.  Record-edit suspended.   

(Academic only). 

 

   NR 631 =  Individual position budgeted for more than full time rate.  The sum of the 

splits is more than the total percent time (CY-PT-Fract).  Record-edit 

suspended.   (Classified only). 

 

      632 =  Summer Session Appointment and pay basis not equal to 'C'.  (Academic 

only). 

 

   NR 633 =  Group position budgeted at no salary.  (I.E., no full time rate).  Record-edit 

suspended.   (Academic only). 

 

   NR 634 =  Group position entered is for rank other than Graduate Assistants or Faculty. 

 (Rank must equal 'Y' to 'Z99' or 'C20' to 'C50' or 'D80' for Group positions.)  

Record-edit suspended.   (Academic only). 

 

      636 =  Faculty rank probation indicated with tenure, or Emeritus indicated with 

modifier other than re-employed annuitant or emeritus.  (Academic only). 

 

      637 =  Faculty rank probation indicated with affiliate on tenure track or tenure in the 

same UDDS.  (Academic only). 

 

      638 =  Status (ie, Uncl-Except-Code) inconsistent with comment - an 'A' or a 'B' 

Uncl-Except-Code requires a 'CA' comment.  Record-edit suspended.   

(Academic only). 

 

   NR 639 = Summer funding indicator set and the summer payroll code is not valid.  

Record-edit suspended.   (Academic only). 

 

   NR 640= Summer Pay Code equal to 'A' or 'B' or 'C' or 'D' or 'E' and no summer 

funding indicator set.  Record-edit suspended   (Academic only). 

 

   NR 641 = Invalid Summer Pay Code - UDDS combination:  Summer Pay Codes 'A', 'B', 

'C', 'D' and 'E' are only valid for A93 and G93.  The Summer Pay Code for all 

other UDDSes should be a space.  (Academic only). 

  

    644 = A zero dollar appointment should not have a full time rate.  (Academic only). 

 

    645 = Re-employed annuitant appointments require all budget splits to use the ‘G’ 

modifier.  (Academic only). 

 

      647 = Proposed adjustment amount for position ineligible for proposed adjustment. 

 Proposed adjustment valid only for individuals working for the University 

prior to June 30 (MR-Record-Type = 'A' and MR-New-Rec-Flag not = 'B' or 

'C').  Record-edit suspended (Academic only). 
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II.  Errors (continued). 

    648 = Faculty Promotion amount for position ineligible for Faculty Promotion. 

Faculty Promotion valid only for individuals working for the University prior 

to June 30 (MR-Record-Type = 'A' and MR-New-Rec-Flag not = 'B' or 'C').  

Record-edit suspended (Academic only). 

 

    649 = Position ineligible for Competitive Compensation.  Competitive 

Compensation valid only for individuals working for the university prior to 

June 30 (MR-Record-Type = ‘A’ and MR-New-Rec-Flag not = ‘B’ or ‘C’).  

Record-edit suspended (Academic only). 

 

    650 = Special 1% Merit amount for position ineligible for special 1% merit.  

Special 1% merit valid only for individuals working for the 

University prior to June 30 (MR-Record-type = ‘a’ and MR-

New-Rec-Flag not = ‘B’ or ‘C’).  Record-edit suspended   

(Academic only). 

 

    651 = July 1, 1992 Merit amount for position ineligible for July 1, 1992 Merit.  July 

1, 1992 Merit valid only for individuals working for the 

University prior to June 30 (MR-Record-type = ‘a’ and MR-

New-Rec-Flag not = ‘B’ or ‘C’).  Record-edit suspended   

(Academic only). 

  

    652 = If the cy-rate = $0, the proportional funding indicator must be ‘N’.  

(Academic only). 

 

    660 = Either ‘SBSALTAB’ or ‘DAIOACTL’ returned an error-indication; may be a 

Title-code problem or incorrect data in the pay schedules.  Record-editing 

suspended.   (Classified only). 

 

    661 =  Invalid Employee Status Code; Must be: 

       ‘B’ (Project-Project) 

       ‘C’ (Project-Permanent) 

       ‘P’ (Permanent or Probationary) 

       ‘R’ (Red-Circle) 

       ‘S’ (Seasonal) 

       ‘T’ (Trainee) 

       (Classified only) 

 

    662 =  Red-Circle employee indicated yb employee status of ‘R’, but calculated new 

fiscal year rate is not greater than new maximum.  (Classified only) 

 

    663 = Coded as Red-Circle, but position is not an individual-filled one (Record-

Type is not ‘A’).  (Classified only) 

 

    664 =  No Merit code of ‘B’ specified when base rate not at max.  (Classified only) 

 

    665 =  Other increase amount not equal to zero for Red-Circle employee.  

(Classified only) 

 

    666 = Merit amount not zero for Red-Circle employee.  (Classified only) 
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II.  Errors (continued). 

     668 = COLA greater than possible Pay-Plan, I.E. Distance to salary maximum 

is less than COLA; May indicate new Red-Circle employee.  (Classified 

only) 

 

     669 = New rate less than minimum for position that should be at the minimum 

or above – not trainee.  (Classified only) 

 

     671 = Other increase amount not zero for vacant position.  (Classified only) 

 

     672 = Merit amount not zero for vacant position.  (Classified only) 

 

     680 = Merit amount or other increase not zero for a Trainee.  (Classified only) 

 

     681 =  The calculate3d new fiscal year rate is less than PSICM but no merit 

code is not an ‘A’.  (Classified only) 

 

     682 = Other increase greater than zero while merit amount is zero. (Classified 

only) 

 

     685 = Invalid merit denial code; must equal ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘F’, ‘N’, ‘R’, ‘S’, 

‘T’, ‘X’ (Merit Ineligible), or ‘C’ (Merit Denied), or ‘H’ (No Merit) or 

‘J’ (Merit Granted).  (Classified only) 

 

     686 = Merit Denial code indicates no merit given but merit amount is greater 

than zero.  (Classified only) 

 

     687 = Calculated new fiscal year rate is greater than maximum for salary range 

(May be Potential Red-Circle individual).  (Classified only) 

 

     689 = Performance recognition award amount greater than allowed maximum.  

(Classified only) 

 

     697 =  An eligible classified non-represented employee with a ‘J’ Merit code 

must receive an award.  Record-edit suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

 

 3. 8XX Series 

   These messages indicate a system error occurred during update of the Budget Master File 

which was detected during record edit.  'NR' applies to all - record editing is suspended.) 

 

   NR 827 =  Either merit amount shown for hourly employee or merit amount greater than 

budgeted amount.  Record-editing suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

   NR 850 =  Duplicate split sort key.  Record-editing suspended.  (Academic and 

Classified) 

 

   NR 852 =  Zero annual rate and sum of budget amount not zero.  Record-editing 

suspended.  (Academic and Classified) 

 

   NR 858 =  Size error on computation of FTE count (Part-Per-Fract).  Record-editing 

suspended.  (Academic and Classified) 
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II.  Errors (continued). 

   NR 861 =  Sum of the Adjustments greater than the total budgeted amount.  Record-

editing suspended.  (Academic and Classified) 

 

   NR 862 =  Merit amount indicated and FTE count equal zero.  Record-editing 

suspended.  (Academic and Classified) 

 

   NR 863 = Midyear adjustment amount indicated and FTE count equal zero.  Record-

editing suspended.  (Academic only) 

 

   NR 865 = Proposed adjustment amount indicated and FTE count equal zero.  Record-

editing suspended.  (Academic only) 

 

   NR 866 = Faculty Promotion amount indicated and FTE count equal zero..  Record-

editing suspended.  (Academic only) 

 

   NR 867 = Parity amount indicated and FTE count equal zero.  Record-editing 

suspended.  (Academic only) 

 

   NR 868 = Special 1% amount indicated and FTE count equal zero.  Record-editing 

suspended.  (Academic only) 

  

   NR 869 = July 1, 1992 Merit amount indicated and FTE count equal zero.  Record-

editing suspended.  (Academic only) 

 

   NR 870 =  Other increase amount indicated and FTE count equal zero.  Record-editing 

suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

   NR 872 =  Forcing of budget amounts to maximum annual amount (based on Rate-30 

June or CY-Rate) not possible.  Record-editing suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

   NR 874 =  Forcing of fund fraction to FTE count not possible.  Record-editing 

suspended.  (Academic & Classified) 

 

   NR 876 =  CY-Rate not positive (greater than zero) for individual filled or vacant 

position.  Record-editing suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

   NR 878 =  Forcing of merit funding adjustments to maximum merit amount not possible. 

Record-editing suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

   NR 879 =  Forcing of other increase funding adjustments to maximum other increase 

amount not possible. Record-editing suspended.  (Classified only) 

 

   NR 880 =  Forcing of structure adjustment funding adjustments to maximum structure 

adjustment amount not possible. Record-editing suspended.  (Classified only) 
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II.  Errors (continued). 

 

  4. 9XX Series 

 

   This message indicates a system error occurred during the update of the Budget Master 

File.  Notify System Budget Office immediately.  The update was completed but must be 

rerun after the system error is corrected; no further updates can be processed until 

correction of the system is completed. 

 

    901 = No room in BPF0 record for another split – Maximum is 20 splits. 

(Academic & Classified) 
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 FM2AE - Error Codes 

 

 Budget Position File Maintenance Errors for BDGT transaction  

 

I. Errors 

 

  An error transaction does not update the Budget Position record. 

 

  001 = Invalid Staff type-UDDS command entered. Staff type not ‘A’ (Academic or ‘C’ 

(Classified).  Re-enter with valid staff type and the 7-digit UDDS code. 

 

  002 = No more positions for the entered staff type-UDDS can be found on the cross-

reference file used to display budget position records in form 2A order.  Enter a 

budget-id to initiate the addition of a new position, or enter a new staff type-UDDS 

code. 

 

  003 = Updating command invalid because no record has been previously retrieved, or the 

command is not recognized. 

 

  004 = An error has occurred in the update attempt; previous record errors exist. 

 

  005 = Invalid command entered. You have not previously entered a staff type and UDDS 

code. 

 

  006 = Invalid split number entered on updating command. 

 

  007 = Command not recognized. 

 

  008 =  The data entered has failed to pass the edit routines. 

 

  010 =  Invalid command entered. There is no record of any positions for the staff type-

UDDS last entered and you have not entered a new staff type-UDDS for a new Form 

2A or a Budget-ID to add a new position. 

 

  011 = An error has occurred in trying to update the Budget Position file. 

 

  014 = No record of any position for the entered staff type-UDDS can be found on the Cross-

Reference file used to display Budget Position records in Form 2A order. 

 

  015 =  One or more record edit errors exist in the requested Budget Position record. The 

‘LAST-FOUND’ error and the record display follow on succeeding pages. 

 

  016 = Budget Position and Budget Summary files updated successfully. 

 

  017 = Budget Position and Budget Summary files updated successfully.  Record edit errors 

exist in the updated Budget Position record. 

 

  018 = Invalid command entered. ‘PREV’ issued when already at beginning of positions for 

the staff type-UDDS being worked on. 

 

  019 = Transaction rejected – the files have not been updated.  You may not change or add 

using a WARF ID.  Only UWPC IDs may be used in the Budget system.  If you have 

any problems with this call Sue Schymanski at the System Budget Office.  
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  022 = Sequence-NR entered is greater than the highest sequence-NR for the current staff 

type-UDDS. 

    

  023 = The Budget ID number returned from the cross reference file as a result of your last  

    display command is not on the Budget Position file. 

 

  024 = There was an amount in the Mid Year adjustment field but no Mid Year adjustment 

code was entered. 

 

  025 = There was an amount in the Proposed Base adjustment field but no Proposed Base 

adjustment code was entered. 

 

  026 = The amount of the Mid Year adjustment exceeded the budget amount entered. 

 

  027 = The amount of the Proposed Base adjustment exceeded the budget amount entered. 

 

  028 = The amount of the Faculty Promotion adjustment exceeded the budget amount 

entered. 

 

  029 = The amount of Parity exceeded the budget amount entered. 

 

  030 = The total amount of Mid Year Base adjustment + Proposed Base adjustment + Faculty 

Promotion + Merit + Competitive Compensation exceeded the budget amount entered. 

 

  031 = There was a Mid Year Base adjustment code entered but there is no Mid Year 

adjustment amount on this or any other split. 

 

  032 = There was a Proposed Base adjustment code entered but there is no Proposed 

adjustment amount on this or any other split. 

 

  035 = The amount of Parity exceeded the budget amount entered. 

 

  036 = The amount of Special 1% exceeded the budget amount entered. 

 

  044 = The modifier entered is not valid for the function that was entered. 

 

  045 = The title entered is not valid. 

 

  046 = The modifier entered cannot have an appointment length and/or continuity status with 

it. 

I. Errors (continued). 

 

  047 =  The continuity status entered is not valid. 

 

   051 = The submodifier code entered as the appointment length is not valid. 

 

  053 = You are not authorized for the BSUM transaction. 

 

  054 = Update to classified positions has been restricted by the System Budget Office. 

 

  055 = Group classified positions are not allowed. 

 

  056 = Summer Funding Splits cannot have funding adjustments. 
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  097 = Full-time rate for this appointment is less than the minimum for the appointment 

extraordinary salary range. 

 

  098 = Full-time rate for this appointment is above the maximum for the appointment 

extraordinary salary range. 

 

   


